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Free resume templates may sound like something a creative might want to avoid, especially if you're a graphic designer. But that's not really the case, for two reasons. First of all, most employers are not looking for over-planning, a flashing resume; They just want to digest the basics of you in a clear and clear way. And secondly, if you
want to add your own design touches, free resume templates are usually customizable in your favorite software, whether it's Photoshop or Illustrator. But there are a few decent ones worth downloading, and we've rounded out the top 16 here, each offering a slightly different format. You want inspiration before you start putting together
your RESUME? These examples of creative resume stand out from the crowd in original and imaginative ways. And include a great typography, here are the best free fonts around.01. Professional free resume model (Photo credit: Chris Do/ The Futur)Most free RESUME templates have been created by designers who are relatively new
to the profession and looking for exposure. But there is a notable exception here. Chris Do is an award-winning designer, founder and CEO of Santa Monica studio Blind. And he has made the model of his personal CV free of charge for job seekers in the industry through online training platform The Futur. The document is delivered as
both an Adobe Illustrator file and a PDF, and the formatting is pretty straightforward and formal. And while it doesn't exactly amaze anyone as visual, that's kind of the point. The fact that this is based on the actual CV of such successful creative highlights that less may be more in job applications.02. Stylish free resume model Photo:
Fadhli Robbi Next on our list of free resume models is this stylish design by graphic designer Fadhli Robb. A template created in Adobe Illustrator can be modified to create new color schemes, add or remove selected sections, and change fonts so that the overall design fully matches your style. 03. Clean and colorful free resume model
Photo: Raka Caesar Here is one of the simplest but coolest, free resume templates we've seen in a long time. Designed by Raka Caesar, it provides a highly visual guide to your work history, using icons to reveal your interests and a map-type system that conveys your relative strengths in different skills. The file is in PSD format, so it is
fully editable if you want to overwrite or add content. 04. Free RESUME template with business card Photo: Alamin Mir It is very handy when added additional features come to free RESUME templates, and this fits directly fastener. Created by Alamin Mir in collaboration with Grapphiora (formerly Pixelll), the package includes a covering
letter, a CV, a picture of the image page and bonus double-sided business card, and everything is fully customizable.05. Free resume design template photo: Ikono One of the best free resume templates inspired by Google's material design framework includes areas of professional profile, work experience, education, skill circles, skill
bars, social media icons and images. It comes in A4 size to Adobe Illustrator, InDesign, and Photoshop. And if you also want a cover letter and portfolio template, the premium version also includes additional color options, matching business card templates, and custom icons.06. Creative free resume template Photo: Template.net If you
know Adobe Illustrator and don't mind getting your hands dirty, this model is perfect for producing a great looking resume that you can customize to suit your personal tastes. You can either use it as it is, change text and add a photo, or take the time to edit colors and adjust the layout until you have something that more accurately
matches your personality.07. Three-part free RESUME template Photo: Angga Baskara The stylish model created by Indonesian graphic designer Angga Baskara covers all the bottoms in three parts: a main fact sheet with striking progress bars that illustrate your main skills; covering letter; and a portfolio section where you can add a
selection of your work in the form of images and short descriptions.08. Vintage-style free resume template Photo: Graphic Google This stunning vintage-looking model has deliciously earthy shades and comes in as an artificial intelligence file so you can adjust it to the contents of your heart. However, please note that fonts aren't included,
so you'll either have to find them yourself (they're all free fonts, thankfully) or replace yours.09. Creative designer free resume model Photo: PSDFreebies Completely layered and well organized to make customization comfortable and easy, this bold and punchy visual model allows you to get yourself and your skills through quickly without
getting tangled up. It comes with a print-ready 300dpi A4 PSD ready to be edited in Photoshop.10. Project-based free resume template Photo: Graphic pear According to the type of application process you are working on, it may be appropriate to include samples of your work on your CV. This most attractive of free resume templates is
perfect if you have images of the visual work you want to include, and there's room for covering letters too. 11. Timeline-free RESUME template Photo: Patryk Korycki This timeline-based model was created by graphic designer Patryk Korycki. It comes as an AI file and uses a free open sans type of font with a variety of fields available for
educational knowledge, skills, interests and a lot of Stylish Free Resume Template Photo: Ikono This coolest free resume template comes with everything information you need to include, as well as a neat sidebar with a profile and references. There's also a timeline where you can list your work history, an online profile section that shows
how social media savvy you are, and a bar chart of software skills showcasing your skills. It will be delivered in PSD, AI and INDD formats.13. Icon-based free resume template Photo: Fernando Báez If icons are your thing, check out this designer Fernando Báez's finest free resume template. You can also use this template to customize it
with your own icons.14. Free RESUME model focusing on typography Photo: Pixeden Here's one of those free resume templates that may not be to everyone's taste but will certainly have an impact. A centered typographic column bursts into boxes where you can add your data. The template is in AI format, so you can easily export a
PDF — and it comes in black and white so you can be creative in colors.15. Simple free resume template Photo: Pixeden Simplicity is the key to our second favorite type-based free RESUME template. This puts your profile at the top and then lists experience and training in simple boxes. There is also a professional section that allows
you to give yourself a percentage of languages and professionalism. The Illustrator file takes the most out of the color to help the reader.16. Pure free resume template Photo: Mats-Peter Forss This customizable free resume template comes from designer Mats-Peter Forss. It's in both PSD and AI formats, with a Smart Object title, so you
can quickly and easily link to an image of your choice. It is A4, 300dpi, and 3mm bleeding, so fully printing complete. Just add your logo, bio, experience, and so on, and you're ready to print and post. Related articles: Last updated 8.12.2020 The minutes are a written recording of a meeting of a board, company or organization. The
minutes of the meeting are considered to be a legal document, so when they are written, the aim is to clarify and consistency in tone. Because the minutes are a permanent record of the meeting, be sure to correct them well before sending. It's a good idea for your supervisor or seasoned participant to make sure that your statements and
information have been taken accurately. The best meeting minute takers are careful listeners, stenographers, and know the meeting topics and attendees enough. The note-taker must have a sufficiently solid understanding of the subject to distinguish important points from noise in long, protracted conversations. It is also important that
the person taking notes should not lead and take notes at the same time. (If you are ever asked to do so, say no.) Here are some step-by-step tips writing.1. writing.1. AgendaWork with the Chairman of the Board or the Chairman of the Board to develop a detailed agenda. Meetings take place for a reason, and the issues to be discussed
and decided must be listed in order to alert participants. Together with the convener, you can create an agenda that sets times for each topic to keep the meeting moving and ensure that the group has enough time to consider all items. The agenda shall be for the minutes of the meeting. Keep the minutes in line with the agenda items in
order to ensure continuity.2. Follow the template from the former minutes If you're new to a board or organization and enter minutes for the first time, ask to see the previous ones in meeting minutes so you can keep the same format. Usually, the name of the organization or the name of the group that is gathering is at the top: the XYZ
board meeting, and the date is in the next line. After the date, include both the meeting sequence time and the end time of the meeting. For example:Super Company, Inc.'s Board meeting minutes: May 20, 2019Time: 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., the groups that meet do so regularly, and agenda items are set for each meeting. Some groups
have a Next Step header at the end of the minutes, listing the projects you want to follow and assigning responsibility. The former meeting template also helps determine whether the group logs the quorum and other items that are specific to your organization's meeting minutes.3. Record attendance On most boards, the Secretary of the
Board is responsible for taking the list of meetings. At organisational meetings, the person taking his or her minutes may be the project coordinator or the assistant to the manager or ceo. He should arrive a few minutes before the meeting starts and pass on a attendance list with the names and contact details of all members. Meeting
participants must check out their names and edit changes to their data. This helps both as a backup document for participants and ensures that the data goes through the latest email addresses. All attendee names must be listed directly below the meeting name and date in a subtitle that says Present. List the first and last names of all
participants, as well as the title or join separated by a comma or semicolon. Example:Present: John Doe, President; Jane Smith, Vice President; Jack Williams, Secretary If a board member could not attend the meeting, mention the phrase Copied in his name: There may be other appointments in the attendees list. For example, if multiple
meeting participants are staff members, while everyone else is volunteer, you can type (staff) after each staff member. Typically, participants are listed alphabetically by their last name. However, some organizations have best practice management of the board first. In that case, the Chairman or co-chairmen shall be listed first, then the
Vice-President, the Secretary and then the Treasurer. Then all other participant names are alphabetized by last name. It is also common practice to note whether a participant has joined a meeting through a conference call. This can be reported by typing by phone and listing the participants who called.4. Naming ConventionGenerally, the
first time someone has spoken at a meeting, includes her name and often the title. For example, Roger McGowan, chairman of the XYZ board, called the meeting. The next time Roger McGowan speaks, you can simply refer to him as Roger. If there are two Rogers in the meeting, use the initial of their last name to separate the two:
Roger M. called for a vote. Roger T. abstained. 5. What (and what is not) included in the nature of the Meeting can take from one to several hours. Attendees are asked to review and approve the meeting list. Therefore, you do not want the Protocol to extend to a long document. Capturing everything people say verbatim is not only
unnecessary, but annoying for reviewers. For each item on the agenda, you would ultimately only like to summarize the relevant points of the debate and the decisions taken. After the meeting, you can browse your notes to make sure that you edit circular or recurring arguments and leave them only in the relevant locations.6. Maintain
neutral ToneMinutes is a legal document. They are used to create an organization's historical activity history. It is important to maintain a uniform, professional tone. Never put inflammatory language on the record even if the language of the meeting heats up. You want to record the main points of the debate objectively, which means that
you mention the most important points that have been dealt with without blaming you. For example, the staff dealt with questions from board members about the seller's professionalism. Imagine a lawyer 10 years later reading the transcript to find evidence of possible wrongdoing. You don't want to decorate in the form of a colorful adverb
or quip to obscure any account of what happened.7. Recording votes The primary purpose of a minute is to record all the votes of a government or organization. Solid recording requires mentioning which participant will make the presentation, what the presentation states verbatim, and which participant will second the presentation. For
example: Vice President Cindy Jacobsen filed a motion on the proceeds of a ZZZ Foundation gift owned by 50 percent, or $50,000, to the CCC Scholarship Fund. President Roger McGowan tolerated the motion. This voting table should also be expressed in objective language: the Board voted unanimously to amend the Charter as
follows or The decision to give $1,000 to the tree planting effort passed 4:1, and McGowan, the chairman of the board, objected. Most boards are trying to get the vote passed unanimously. Sometimes, in order to help the Board achieve a more unified result, a board member can abstain: The motion was approved by 17 to 1 abstentions.
8. Pare Down Notes After the meeting, follow the meeting, read your notes while all conversations stay fresh in your mind and make the necessary changes. Then draw up the basics of the meeting receipt and give a brief account of the debate summarising the arguments in favour of and against the decision. People often speak in
colloquialism or idioms like: This isn't even in the ballpark or you're starting to sound like a broken record. While you may be tempted to keep your exact language in minutes to add color, resist. If your presentations are part of a meeting, don't include Powerpoint information in the minutes either. However, you want to save the most
important points of the post-presentation conversation.9. Proofreading with CareMake make sure you type all the names correctly, added the correct date for the meeting, and that your minutes were clearly read. Spell abbreviations the first time they are used. Keep in the way that notes can check for others for whom abbreviations are
unknown. Stay consistent with headings, spats and formatting. The minutes are polished and professional. 10. Share extensivelyonce approved, email minutes full board , not just participants - for review. Your minutes help keep the absentees informed of important actions and decisions. At the beginning of the next meeting, invite
approval of the minutes. Note any changes. Try to figure out the changes agreed in the meeting so that you don't spend a lot of time fixing. Request that the minutes be approved with the agreed amendments. When a participant is in a presentation, ask another person from one meeting to another. They say, All accepted. Always ask if
there's anyone who doesn't approve. To say no, say: The minutes of our last meeting will be adopted once the agreed changes have been made. 11. File MeticulolySince minutes are a legitimate document, be careful when archiving them. Make sure that the file name of the document matches the file names of the minutes previously
shipped. Sometimes members of your organization may want to check past minutes. Know where the minutes are filed! One caveat In today's high-tech era, you can ask yourself: Wouldn't recording a meeting be simpler? This depends on the organization's protocols, but probably not. Be sure to ask what are the rules in the organization
where you take minutes. Keep in other with the fact that the minutes are a recording of what Not what the meeting said. The minutes reflect decisions, not debates. Despite its name, the minutes are not a minute-by-minute transcript. The minutes taker of Bottom LineOsa requires a sharp ear, willingness to learn and some practice, but by

following these tips you will soon become skilled. More tips for productive meetingsFeatured photo credit: Christina@wocintechchat.com via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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